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ABSTRACT

1

Tactile maps can help people who are blind or have low-vision navigate and familiarize themselves with unfamiliar locations. Ideally,
tactile maps can be customized to an individual’s unique needs
and abilities because of their limited space for representation. We
present Maptimizer, a tool that generates tactile maps based on
users’ preferences and requirements. Maptimizer uses a two stage
optimization process to pair representations with geographic information and tune those representations to present that information
more clearly. In a small user study, Maptimizer helped participants
more successfully and efciently identify locations of interest in unknown areas. These results demonstrate the utility of optimization
techniques and generative design in complex accessibility domains.

Tactile Maps display information about a geographic location using
a set of raised tactile features that can support navigation by people
who are blind and/or have low-vision (BLV). When used alongside
other navigation aids, a tactile map can help the user better understand a geographic space and the relationship between diferent
geographic features. For instance, a tactile map could help a user
identify a geographic feature that can support them in orienting
themselves, such as a loud fountain at the center of a University
courtyard. However, to better support navigation, tactile maps must
be more widely available and include information that is tailored to
the user’s specifc needs, their abilities, and the mapped location.
The availability of tactile maps is limited by the inaccessibility of
tools for generating tactile maps [16] and the lack of customization
accessible to users [47]. The increasing availability of consumer
3D printers ofers an opportunity to produce complex tactile maps
using a variety of approaches (e.g., [16, 23, 24, 47]). In a few cases,
BLV users are aforded some customizing opportunities ranging
from setting the location and scale of a map [27] to individually
tailoring how diferent geographic features are represented [47].
We argue that the dichotomy between non-customizable and
overly customizable but burdensome interfaces leaves users struggling to create maps that better ft their needs. On the one hand,
users often require more customization options to ensure that they
can easily read the map and that it contains important information.
On the other hand, making a wide range of parameters customizable creates a complex design task. Ideally, the user would be able
to rapidly iterate and create a variety of maps to meet their needs.
However, such iterations are largely inaccessible because 3D printing maps is time consuming and usually requires the assistance
of a sighted person to operate the machine. Many users may not
consider this extensive design task worth their eforts. Further,
the user alone may lack critical contextual information about the
unfamiliar location being mapped. We require a tool that ofers a
variety of customization opportunities but can also rapidly iterate
over a variety of tactile map designs and incorporate context that
is unavailable to the user.
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We ofer an alternative approach to tactile map customization:
Maptimizer, an optimization-based generative design tool for creating highly-customized tactile maps. Maptimizer gathers user’s
preferences from a screen-readable web application and uses their
preferences to generate a tactile map that optimizes the communicability of the tactile representations and the informativeness of
the geographic features embedded in the map, while minimizing
attention costs such as clutter and information-density. When creating a tactile map, Maptimizer adjusts how geographic features are
represented based on what the user prefers and can best distinguish
given their abilities. Further, Maptimizer optimizes maps based on
contextual information about the location. We use optimization
methods (e.g., linear programming [53], Ant Colony Optimization
[10]) to explore the wide space of tactile maps for a design that best
fts the users needs at a given location.
Following a review of related work, we present Maptimizer’s
method for creating tactile maps, user interface, and optimization
algorithm. We then present a small evaluation which demonstrates
that Maptimizer’s optimized tactile maps support the identifcation
of new locations over tactile maps that are customized entirely by
the user or ofer no customization parameters. Our study with six
BLV participants reveals opportunities to further improve tactile
maps using our optimization-based approach.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Tactile Maps for BLV Navigation
Previous work demonstrates the potential benefts and challenges
of using tactile maps as a way-fnding and orientating tool for
BLV users [12, 25]. While access to rich information raises the
comfort level associated with independent travel and orienting, it is
important to determine which presented information will be most
helpful for the user to avoid unnecessary information overload [20].
Williams et al. note the distinct needs of blind and low vision users,
noting that they vary signifcantly based on a users’ preferences
(e.g., traveling with a cane or guide dog) and the context (e.g.,
outdoors, indoors, crowded, open) [51]. These unique diferences
inform the planning of routes [28] and travel aids [38].

2.2

Tactile Graphics and 3D Printing

Tactile Graphics can make visual information more accessible to
people who are BLV. Designing tactile graphics requires consideration of a variety of design parameters and trade ofs. For example,
tactile graphics have a much lower resolution than visual graphics,
so it is important to make use of easily recognizable and simple
textures and icons [39]. What is recognizable and simple likely
depends on the experience level of a particular user [26] and the
context of the graphic [24].
Recently, researchers have leveraged the emergence of consumergrade 3D printers to produce new forms of assistive technology [11].
In particular, a variety of new methods for creating tactile graphics
for BLV people have been introduced in a range of domains (e.g.,
educational models [6, 15, 41], children’s books [30, 31, 44], screen
navigation [29, 54], large-scale tangible interfaces [45], appliance
overlays [19], and tactile maps [16, 23, 47]). Some work has focused
on developing accessible interfaces for creating these tactile graphics (e.g., [6, 19, 47]). These systems simplify the modeling process
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to a small set of parameters that can be set by the user. For example,
Brown and Hurst generate tactile graphics that represent bar charts
and line graphs given the plotted data and line thickness of the
graphic [6]. Taylor et al. [47] use a similar approach to generate
tactile maps by having the user input a specifc geographic region
and map preferences, and the system generates a corresponding
tactile map for 3D printing. As the number of parameters increases
the design task becomes complex and cumbersome. When creating
maps, several parameters that must be set: which features to include,
diferent ways those features can be represented, and the size and
scale of those representations. When many features have multiple
possible representations the parameter space grows dramatically.
Indeed, Taylor et al’s [47] users sometimes struggled to narrow
down the map to the set of information they needed while creating
an easy to read result. Just like any other designer, a BLV user may
need to iterate over a variety of parameters to create the best tactile
graphic. Unfortunately, little work has explored ways to support
accessible modeling and printing [43].

2.3

Tactile Map Generation

Several researchers have tackled the challenges of making tactile
maps more useful, easier to fabricate, or inexpensive using a multitude of algorithms and models for selecting what information to
include and how to portray it [48]. Wang et al. created a system
that takes a map (e.g., from an online site) and creates a SVG rendering of it for 3D printing with Braille labels [49, 50]. Taylor et al’s
introduced the idea of customization by generating 3D printable
maps with a small set of user-customizable options [47]. They note
the challenge of enabling advanced customizations without making
the interface too complex or inaccessible to screen readers. Miele
et al. found that braille labels, which can quickly clutter the map,
can be replaced with embossed overlays that played audio labels
as features when touched [35]. Gotzelmann et al. expanded on the
use of this capacitive sensing technique by 3D printing the maps
[16]. Giraud et al. found that memory of information about points
of interest was improved when text was shared on demand from
a user touching a tactile map feature [14]. Similarly, Taylor et al.
created tactile maps which would be placed over the phone in a 3D
printed case, both of which had buttons that aford interaction with
the map [46]. While Taylor et al. [47] and Gotzelmann et al. [16]
produce 2.5D maps, Holloway et al. designed maps with more complex 3D icons that mirrored the real life objects they represented
[23, 24]. These icons were easily recognizable and reportedly helped
users develop mental models of the location. Each of these tools
focus on new ways of producing tactile maps, however little focus
is centered on the task of designing a customized map.

2.4

Optimization for Accessibility

One approach to streamlining the tactile graphic design process
is to apply optimization methods. For example, Guo et al. used
computer vision to create 3D printed tactile labels for appliances
[19]. In the separate domain of grip design, Chen et al. defned
a parameterized space of common assistive gripping models and
related them to diferent gripping styles for people with mobility
impairments [8]. Beyond accessibility, optimization methods are
widely used in other digital fabrication domains (e.g., [9, 22, 55]).
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Optimization methods are often applied in accessibility domains
when an Ability Based Design approach is followed [52]. This approach is particularly important because it enables designers to
consider people with multiple disabilities rather than treating people as having only one disability [21]. Additionally, this framework
enables technology to adapt to the specifc preferences and abilities
of users. In the context of BLV navigation, for example, it is important to consider the diferent needs of white-cane vs guide-dog users
[51] and what types of information are most useful to these diferent users. Ultimately, each users knows the most about what they
need and, as a result, Ability Based Design emphasizes the value
of end-user customization. In particular, it calls for technologies to
adapt to the abilities of its users through automatic customization.
While this approach has inspired signifcant work in user interface
adaptation (e.g., [7, 13, 34, 36]), as well as in personalized accessible
routing [4], there is little cross-over into digital fabrication research.
Each of these tools rely on models of the user’s abilities and use
optimization methods to adapt complex interfaces to those needs
and abilities. Digital fabrication and design processes share many
similarities to interface design, but no work has applied a similar
approach as Gajos et al. [13, 34], Mott et al. [36], or Carter et al. [7].

2.5

Optimizing Map User Interfaces

Optimization techniques are often used to render digital maps.
For example, Agrawala and Stolte [1] use a simulated annealing
optimization method to simplify how routing information is displayed to a driver so that it is easy to understand and minimizes
how much attention a driver needs to pay to a map while driving. Grabler et al. [18] also applied simulated annealing to design
tourist’s city maps that present the most valuable information to
individual users, rather than presenting the same information to
all users. This demonstrates the use of these optimization techniques to create customized maps that meet the needs of individual
users. Similarly, Lee et al. [32, 33], use optimization techniques to
select what features are displayed to the user, prioritizing features
that provide the most important contextual information during
route navigation. Individually, these systems present optimization
techniques that focus on three key characteristics of maps: how
communicative the representations of information are [18], how
informative information displayed is [32, 33], and how much of
the user’s attention is drawn from their primary task (e.g., driving)
to the map itself [7]. These characteristics are also critical to the
design of high-quality customized tactile maps.

3

MAPTIMIZER

Maptimizer enables people who are BLV to independently generate a 3D printable tactile map that is uniquely tailored to their
preferences. In particular, we consider two types of preferences
that will afect the quality and usability of the tactile maps. First,
a user’s preferences may afect what types of geographic features
are presented in the map. Beyond simply showing roadways and
buildings, a user may need specifc information about points of
interest, accessible infrastructure (e.g, stairs, ramps, tactile markers, audible and tactile trafc signals), general infrastructure (e.g.,
walkways, entrances to buildings), and/ or amenities (e.g., benches,
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restrooms). Second, users may have preferences for how this information is represented (i.e., its representation), such as the types of
symbols used to represent information and the size of those symbols. However, designing a tactile map requires more than a user’s
preferences. The information they prefer must be supported by suffcient contextual information (e.g., features critical for orientation)
to navigate efectively, and showing too much information can clutter the map making it difcult to read. Maptimizer is a generative
design tool that uses optimization methods to generate maps that
consider these diferent requirements and prioritize the end-user’s
preferences. We use a two stage optimization process that frst
uses linear-programming to pair communicative representations to
informative geographic features based on users’ preferences and
second tunes parameters of those representations (e.g., the depth
of a feature) to increase communicability and reduce clutter.
In Maptimizer, tactile maps are generated by pairing geographic
features to representations of those features. To avoid user confusion, each representation can only be used for one geographic
feature and each geographic feature can only be shown with one
representation. Representations will generate a component of the
tactile map 3D model. For instance, a path representation will create a series of raised lines and a location representation will create
a peg that sticks out of the map to mark that location. Exemplar
representations are presented in Figure 1. Similar to [17], these representations are used to present three types of geographic features:
regions (e.g., buildings, water ways), paths (e.g., roads, sidewalks,
bus routes), or locations (e.g., points of interests, benches, tactile
pavement). For example, a raised path could represent roads or
footpaths but cannot represent a set of benches or buildings.

3.1

Geographic Features

We gather information about geographic features from the OpenStreetMap API [37]. Which geographic features are available depends on the location and data available through OpenStreetMap.
Generally, most areas have data about major architectural features
(e.g., roads, buildings), and ecological features (e.g., green spaces,
water ways). Some areas may also include details about amenities
or accessibility features (e.g. accessible trafc signals, curb-cuts,
tactile pavement). In many locations, the types of information available can be signifcantly limited and are being addressed by related
work [2, 5, 40]. Our goal is to collect a wide variety of information
from OpenStreetMap and enable users to determine which pieces
of information are most critical to them. They may consider points
of interests, routes they intend to take, or accessibility features that
will help them plan a visit to the area.
There are two important attributes of a geographic feature: the
user’s preference for that feature and the area of the map taken up
by the feature. Throughout the paper, we will denote a user’s preference for a geographic feature, д, as u(д). This value is provided
through a user interface and falls on a scale from 0 (not important) to 10 (most important). We denote the area of a geographic
feature as Area(g). The area of of a region-feature is the area of
polygons that make up the region (e.g., the area covered by a set
of buildings or the area of a waterway). Path-features are multiple
connected lines, we approximate the area as the length of these
lines multiplied by a width of 1mm. Similarly, location features are
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(a) Locations are represented with diferently
shaped pegs.
(b) Paths are a series of of raised dashed lines.

(c) Building Regions represented by raised
polygons on the tactile map.

(d) Combinations of diferent representations are added
onto a base-map to create a complex tactile map.

Figure 1: A tactile map is produced by pairing geographic features to tactile representations of those features. There are
three types of geography features which can be related to specifc representations: (a) locations, (b) paths, (c) regions.
Combining diferent representations creates a full tactile map (d).
a set of coordinates in the map so we we approximate their area
as the count of locations in the feature. This essentially treats each
location as a dot on the map that has an area of 1mm2 . Note that
we do not consider sizing-parameters such as the size of pegs that
mark each location or the width of roads. These are accounted for
by the size of representations (e.g., their depth).

3.2

Representations

Regions, paths, and locations can each be represented in a variety
of ways. Locations are represented by diferently shaped pegs that

stick out of the map at the corresponding coordinates. We tested a
variety of peg shapes based on related work [16, 23, 47], using the
insights that height and texture can aide in diferentiation, while
simplicity and consistency in patterns and textures is preferred
[26, 39, 42]. We then conducted a pilot test with a blind researcher
and selected three types of pegs for the system used in our user
study: pyramids, domes, and cubes. Pyramids are triangular pegs
that have a triangular pyramid point on top. Domes are cylindrical
pegs with a half sphere on top. Cube pegs are square pegs with
a fat top (Figure 1a). Paths are represented by raised solid-lines,

Maptimizer
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(a) Maptimizer Screen Readable Interface

(b) Screen Readable Optimized tactile map Legend

Figure 2: Users set their preferences for diferent types of geographic features and how representations are made in a simple
screen readable interface. Maptimizer displays the optimized tactile map’s legend and creates an STL fle for 3D printing.
dashed-lines (Figure 1b), or dotted-lines. For regions, the simplest
representation is to emboss a set of polygons shaped like that region
(Figure 1c). To diferentiate more regions (e.g., buildings vs water),
textures can be added on top of these embossed polygons. Based
on our pilot tests, we developed three textures that emboss small
triangles, circles, or squares in a grid pattern across the texture.
In total, we include ten representations: four regions, three paths,
three locations. Our set of representations is extensible, and this
set ensured a wide variety of map designs for our user evaluation.
These representations are individually parameterized. Each representation has a depth parameter, dr , which determines how much
it is raised out of the map base. Path and location representations,
additionally, have a width parameter, w r , which determines the
width of the path or peg. These parameters will determine how
much space is taken up by a represented geographic feature in the
fnal tactile map. This, in turn, efects how easy diferent geographic
features are to identify and distinguish. Larger representations (i.e.,
with greater depths and widths) will stand out of the map more
because they take up more space. Correspondingly, smaller representations will be more difcult to fnd and identify. Additionally,
users provide their own preference-ranking, u(r ), for each type of
representation in the user interface on a scale from 0 to 10.

3.3

an address or a coordinate, it queries the OpenStreetMap Data set
for geographic features in that area. Each of these geographic features is presented in a table and the user can rank them on a scale
from 0 to 10, with 10 being the most important geographic features,
and 0 being not at all important. These rankings will be used in
the optimization process and are denoted u(д). To generate each
tactile map, the user also ranks diferent types of representations
(i.e., u(r )) based on their textures (e.g., square, circular, triangular).
These are also ranked on a scale of 0 to 10. A screenshot of these
inputs is shown in Figure 2a. These rankings (e.g., u(д), u(r )) will
be used in our optimization process to generate a tactile map that
uses high-quality, preferred representations to present the most
important geographic information to the user.
Once the tactile map is generated via optimization, a screen readable legend describing the map is presented to the user (Figure 2b).
Each included geographic feature is labeled with a header and is followed by a brief description of its representation. Maptimizer also
outputs a 3D model of the optimized tactile map to be 3D printed.
For all of the maps in our study, the maps are 175 mm2 squares
which represents an 250 m2 square area (i.e., 7mm per 10 meters).
Tactile maps of this size and resolution maximized the high-quality
printing space on our 3D printer bed while still generally producing
high quality maps with legible representations.

User Interface

We provide a simple screen-readable web interface that collects
participant’s preferences for diferent ways of representing information and diferent geographic features (Figure 2). Based on prior
work [46], the interface is designed to be easy to use with a screen
reader. Once the user has provided the location of their map, either

3.4

Objective Function

When designing a tactile map to represent a variety of geographic
features, we must consider three conficting qualities: communicability, how efectively the map conveys relevant information to a
particular user; informativeness, how valuable is the information
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the map conveys; and attention-costs, how cluttered the map is (a
noted issue with tactile maps [17]). Lee et al. [32, 33] defne ways
of measuring the communicability of each representation and use
more-communicative representations with the most informative
map features. Grabler et al. [18] argue that the informativeness of a
map is dependent on the geographic features it represents and how
those align with the user’s goals. Agrawala and Stolte [1] minimize
attentions costs in the context of driving tasks, but this is also relevant in the low-resolution design space of tactile maps, especially
if a user chooses to use the map while navigating the space. We
have adapted these concepts to the domain of tactile maps.
Considered alone, each of these attributes is easy to optimize
but will produce a poor performing map. For example, using only
preferred representations will be very communicative but may
not show every piece of important information without cluttering
the map (i.e., increasing the attention cost). Then again, a sparse
map with few key pieces of information will be less cluttered but
may not use the easiest representations to read (i.e., reducing communicability) and leave out important information (i.e., reducing
informativeness). We formalize these properties (i.e., communicability, informativeness, attention-cost) to create the objective function
which Maptimizer will maximize by generating unique tactile maps
based on a user’s preferences and a location’s context.
For the purposes of optimization, we defne a tactile map as a set
of a representations paired to geographic features such that each
geographic feature has one, and only one, unique representation.
We denote the pairing between a geographic feature, д, and a representation, r , pr →д and the set pairs in a specifc tactile map as P.
Each type of representation has been ranked by the user in the user
interface, u(r ), as have all geographic features, u(д). We denote the
communicability of a representation as C(r ), which measures how
well that representation matches a users preferences and stands
out of the map. We denote the informativeness of a geographic
feature as I (д) which measures the importance the information in a
geographic feature. Finally, the attention cost of representing geographic features in a particular way is denoted A(r, д) and measures
how much the pairing of r to д clutters the tactile map. Generally,
for each pairing of representations and geographic features we
want to maximize the sum of the representation’s communicability
and the geographic feature’s informativeness while minimizing
their attention cost (o(r , д), Equation 1a). We use the control variables ζ , ι, and α to weight communicability, informativeness, and
attention costs in the objective function. For all maps produced for
our user study we set their values to ζ = 1, ι = 2, and α = 1, based
on initial pilot tests. To evaluate a whole tactile map we calculate
the sum, O(P) (Equation 1b), for each pairing of representations
and geographic features.
o(r , д) = ζC(r ) + ιI (д) − αA(r, д)
Õ
Maximize: O(P) =
o(r , д)

(1a)
(1b)

pr , д ∈P

3.4.1

Estimating Communicability.
(
if r represents a region
u(r ) d dr
max
C(r ) =
r
u(r ) d dr w
otherwise
w
max

max

(2)

The communicability of a representation measures how easy
a representation is to distinguish from other representations in
the map. Our estimation of communicability considers the user’s
ranking of that representation, u(r ) and how large they are (i.e.,
larger representations are easier to distinguish). We estimate size
as the proportion of the size of the representation defned by its
parameters (dw , w r ) over the maximum allowed size of those parameters (dmax , wmax (Equation 2). For each representation, these
parameters can range from 1mm to 10mm. Generally, larger representations, with greater parameters, will be easier to recognize
making them more communicative. We multiply this by the user’s
ranking from 0 to 10. A user’s strong preference for a particular
representation (e.g., high u(r )) increases the communicability score.
3.4.2

User Ranked Information-Value.
I (д) =

Area(д)
u(д)
Map Area

(3)

The informativeness of a geographic feature is highly dependent
on the user’s information preferences which, in turn, is dependent
on how they expect to use the map. Additionally, informativeness
is dependent on information which the user may not be aware of.
For example, a user may highly value common features such as
buildings and roads but be unaware of a water feature (e.g., a lake)
which is critical to understanding a location. A highly informative
map includes features that provide context and that a user prefers
and prioritizes features that meet both criteria.
We estimate informativeness as the product of two terms (Equation 3). The frst term, approximates how critical a feature is to
understanding a location based on how much of the map it takes up
(i.e., its area). We use a heuristic which assumes that if a geographic
feature takes up a large portion of the map it must provide signifcant contextual information. We calculate this as the proportion of
the area of the geographic feature over the total area of the map
(i.e., 175mm by 175mm). The second term is the user’s ranking of
each geographic feature’s value, u(д), gathered from the user interface. This term gives the user the most control of their tactile maps
because it has the strongest infuence on what types of information
will be presented in the fnal map.
3.4.3

Estimating Atention Costs.
 dr Area(д)

 Map Volume

A(r, д) = d w Area(д)

 r r
 Map Volume

if r represents a region
otherwise

(4)

Alone, maximizing communicability and informativeness would
produce tactile maps packed with many communicative representations of informative geographic features. However, these tactile
maps would be dense and cluttered and may confuse users or obscure valuable information. To penalize cluttering the tactile map,
we subtract an attention cost term which estimates how much of
the tactile map is covered by the representation of a specifc geographic feature. To measure this we calculate the volume of a
representation-geography pair by multiplying the sizing parameters of the representation (e.g., dr , w r ) by the area of the geographic
feature. We divide that by the map volume which is simply the
map area multiplied by the maximum allowed depth of any representation (10 mm in all of our samples). The proportion of the

Maptimizer

represented geographic feature’s volume to the total map volume
will penalize larger representations and geographic features that
might occlude the rest of the map. We found this simpler measure
to be efective in the tactile maps produced for our user study.

3.5

Multi Stage Tactile Map Optimization
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Õ

Maximize

ωr,д o(r, д)

pr ,д ∈Pal l

s.t.

















∀

Í

∀

Í

д ∈G ωr,д

r ∈R
д ∈G

∀

r ∈R ωr,д

≤1

(5)

≤1

ωr,д > 0 =⇒ r is compatible with д

Given Maptimizer’s objective function (Equation 1b), our optimization method generates tactile maps over two stages (Figure 3). The
frst stage determines what types of representations will be paired
with geographic features. It does this by considering the user’s
preferences (e.g., u(r ), u(д)) gathered from the Maptimizer interface.
The second stage optimizes the sizing parameters of each of the
representations that were selected in the frst stage. Tuning these
parameters makes the geographic features easier to identify (i.e.,
communicative) while minimizing clutter (i.e., attention-cost). Our
optimization method is not guaranteed to fnd the globally optimal
tactile map. However, based on the results of our user evaluation,
we expect that the space of tactile maps has many high-quality local
maxima. Maptimizer’s goal is to generate a tactile map that more
efectively supports a users needs than those that use the same representations of geographic features regardless of user preferences
or context about the mapped location.

We formulate our pairing constraints as linear equations that
isolate each pairing weight and ensure representations and geographic features are not overused. First, we constrain the weights
to ensure that no representation is used by more than one geographic feature. That is, for all representations r ∈ R, the sum of
the pairing weight between r and each geographic feature, д ∈ G, is
less than or equal to one. This implies that only one or none of the
pairs will be use. Similarly, we constrain the weights to ensure that
no geographic feature is paired to more than one representation.
That is for all geographic features, the sum of the pairing weight
between the feature and each representation is less than or equal to
one. Finally, for each pair between a representation and geographic
feature, the corresponding weight can only be greater than zero if
the representation and feature are compatible.

3.5.1 Stage 1: Representation and Geographic Feature Pairing. The
frst step to generating a tactile map is to identify the most informative geographic features and pair them to representations that will
best communicate that information. To do this we frst consider
the pairings of geographic features to representations that would
maximize our objective function (Equation 1b) if there were no constraints. This would be a set of pairs where every geographic feature
is paired once to every representation meaning that all of the most
informative features are paired with all of the most communicative
representations. However, this map would be unusable because
there would be no way to distinguish between diferent features on
the map. Thus, we apply three constraints. First, each representation can only be paired with one geographic feature, otherwise the
user could not distinguish between the geographic features. Second,
each geographic feature can only be paired to one representation
so that overlapping representations are not generated. Finally, a
representation can only be paired to a geographic feature if they are
compatible. Naturally, region representations are compatible with
geographic regions, path representations are compatible with sets
of paths, and peg representations are compatible with locations.
We use linear-programming to maximize our objective function
subject to these constraints. To do this we introduce binary-weights,
ωr,д into our objective function which determine if the pairing of
a representation r to a geographic feature д will be included in the
fnal tactile map. If the weight ωr,д is set to 1, then the pair, pr,д
will be included in the optimized tactile map. Otherwise, the weight
must be 0, and the pair will not be included in the tactile map. The
optimal set of pairings between representations and geographic
features, P, is a subset of all pairings, Pall , of all representations, R,
to all geographic features, G. To generate the set of optimal pairings,
we reformulate our objective function and constraints as a solvable
set of linear equations. The resulting weights are rounded to 0 or 1.

3.5.2 Stage 2: Representation Parameter Tuning. The frst stage of
optimization will determine what geographic information will be
included in the map and what types of representation will be used
to represent it. However, we still need to tune the sizing parameters of each representation to maximize our objective function
(e.g., adjusting the width of a path). Increasing a representation’s
parameters will increase its communicability (Equation 2). Conversely, decreasing these parameters will decrease the attention cost
(Equation 4). By making these adjustments we are making trade
ofs between communicability and attention cost in our objective
function (Equation 1a).
In this optimization stage we search for a tactile map that has the
geography-representation pairs from the frst optimization stage
with new depth and width parameters for each representation. Each
representation has a free depth parameter and path and location representations additionally have a free width parameter (i.e. dr , w r ).
We start our optimization process with a tactile map that uses the
pairing set in the last stage and has all representation parameters
set to 1mm. Over a large number of iterations, we modify this
map by incrementing and decrementing diferent representation
parameters by 1mm. We choose 1mm increments because smaller
diferences are not easily detected by most BLV users and may
be unreliable on most consumer 3D printers. Our goal is to fnd
a tactile map that uses the pairings of geographic-information to
representations from stage 1 and has representation parameters
that maximize our objective function (Equation 1b).
To solve for representation parameters that maximize our objective score we use an Ant Colony Optimization method [10]. We
chose Ant Colony Optimization after testing a variety of metaheuristic optimization methods; generally these methods fnd quality solutions in poorly defned and discrete search spaces like the
space of possible tactile maps [3]. Ant Colony Optimization has
had success in a variety of routing and scheduling problems [10]

pr ,д ∈Pal l
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Figure 3: Maptimizer takes in a geographic feature, representation set, and user preferences in to pair representations to
geographic features (stage 1). The representation parameters are tuned in stage 2. These representations take in geographic
data from OpenStreetMap to combine representations into the fnal 3D printed map.
which have similarities to tactile-map optimization. We expect this
method performs well because it “intensely” [3] searches a space
of similar designs before jumping to other portions of the design
space. Since a high-quality starting position is produced by stage
1, an intense search is preferable to diversifed search that more
readily jumps around the search space.
Ant Colony Optimization fnds an optimal solution by conducting a series of traversals of the search space. After a maximum
number of iterations is reached, the optimizer returns the highest
scoring tactile map. In preliminary testing, we empirically determined that our method tends to converge on a high-quality map in
under 1000 iterations, so we set this as the maximum in Maptimizer.
At each step of the optimization, the optimizer decides how to modify the tactile map (i.e., what representation parameter to modify

and by what increments) based on a probability determined by two
factors: desirability and history of success. Desirability estimates
how much we expect the tactile map to improve by modifying its
representation’s parameter. The history of success measures how
much the objective score has been increased when we have taken
this step in past iterations.
First, we consider the desirability, D(∆, r ), of incrementing a
representation, r , by a modifer ∆. The modifer can be either -1
or 1 mm. Desirability estimates by how much better the resulting
tactile map, m ′ , will be than the current tactile map, m. Generally,
we want to encourage increasing the size of highly-ranked representations, which increases communicability, while decreasing the
size of lower-ranking representations, which decreases attention
costs. If ∆ is positive, we estimate desirability as the proportion

Maptimizer
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Algorithm 1 Tunes the depth and width parameters of a tactile map to maximize the objective-function
Input N : The number of search iterations. Generally set to 1000 iterations.
Input m 0 : A tactile map with the representation geographic feature pairs set by linear programming. Representation parameters set to 1mm.
Output m max : The tactile map with tuned width and height variables that maximize the objective function.
1: visited_maps ← {m 0 }: The set of tactile maps that have been visited by the search process.
2: crossed_edges ← {}: The set of edges that have been crossed in the search process.
3: i ← 0: The number of search-iterations completed.
4: while i < N do
5:
m ← Choose a tactile map from visited_maps at random with a bias towards high performing tactile maps.
6:
e ← Choose an edge from m based on the probability distribution P(e |m). {see Equation 7}
7:
m ′ ← update m using ∆r as defned by e
8:
if e is not in crossed_edges then
9:
add m ′ to visited_maps
10:
add e to crossed_edges
11:
ρe ← 0
12:
end if
13:
ρ e ← ρ e + (O(m ′ ) − O(m))
14:
i ←i +1
15: end while
16: return highest-scoring tactile map in visited_maps.

that the communicability score will increase by (i.e., ζu(r )) over
α Area(д)
the amount the attention cost will increase by (i.e.,
).
Map Volume
So, if the communicability score will increase more than the attention cost, the desirability will be greater than 1. If the increment is
negative, desirability is the inverse proportion. That is, we estimate
desirability as the portion that the attention cost will decrease by
the reduction in the communicability score. If the attention cost decreases more than communicability the desirability will be greater
than 1. Note that informativeness (Equation 3) is not efected by
representation parameters and is, therefore, not included in this
measure of desirability.

likely to increment that parameter in the same way. If the map is
worse, it will discourage repeating this modifcation.
Using these measures of desirability and a history of success
we can estimate the probability of taking any edge in the search
space. We set the probability of taking an edge, e , from m to m ′ to
the desirability, D(∆, r ), times the pheromone weight, ρ e , over the
sum of the desirability and pheromone weight for all other possible
edges from m.


 ζ u(r )Map Volume ∆r > 0


α Area(д)
(6)
D (∆, r ) =
α Area(д)


∆r < 0
 ζ u(r )Map Volume
Next we consider the history of success. Ant Colony optimization uses the metaphor of a colony of ants searching for a food
source, in this case a high-performing tactile map. As single ants
(i.e., iterations of the optimization) take steps through the search
space, they leave behind a pheromone which tells future ants that
there is food in that direction. The more ants that follow a specifc
path, the more pheromone is left behind and the more it encourages future ants to follow the same path. This makes Ant Colony
Optimization an “intense” [3] method because the pheromone trail
reinforces search over previously discovered regions of the search
space.
We maintain a set of edges that record each step taken by the optimizer. At the start of the search process, each edge has a pheromone
weight, ρ e equal to 1. Every time an edge is crossed (i.e., we apply
the same increment on a representation parameter), we increment
that pheromone weight by the diference between the objective
score of the tactile map before taking the step, O(m), and the objective score after taking that step, O(m ′ ). If the tactile map improved,
the weight will increase and in future iterations we will be more

Given this probability distribution, our optimized search process
executes as follows (Algorithm 1). We create a set of visited maps.
Initially, this set only includes a tactile map with the pairings of
representations to geographic features resulting from the stage 1
linear programming optimization. All representation parameters
are initialized to 1mm. We also create an empty set of crossed edges
to track the paths we will visit at each iteration. For N iterations,
we frst choose a tactile map, m, at random from the set of visited
maps with a bias towards the one that have the highest objective
scores. Next we select an edge, e from m, using the probability
distribution defned by desirability and each edge’s pheromone
weight (Equation 7). If we have not crossed e before, we generate
the resulting tactile map, m ′ , and add it to the set of visited maps.
We also add e to the set of crossed edges. We then update the
pheromone-weight of e by adding the diference in objective scores.
We repeat this until the maximum number of iterations is met and
then return the highest scoring tactile map that we visited.
This search method is not guaranteed to fnd a globally optimal
tactile map. The space of tactile maps is complex and has many
good local maxima. Instead, it efciently explores a diverse set of
tactile maps in high-performing sections of the search space. As
the edge-weights, ρ e , are updated this intensifes the search over
high-performing regions yielding fnely tuned results from those

P(e |m) = Í

ρ e D(∆, r )
ρ e ′ D (∆r′ )

e ′ ∈ Em

(7)
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areas. Based on the results of our user evaluation, we found that
this two stage optimization process tends to produce high quality
maps that support users in navigational tasks.
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experience with tactile maps. We found no signifcant efects of
participants demographic information on the results of the study.

4.1
4

USER EVALUATION

We conducted a two part user-evaluation of the optimized tactile
maps to answer two research questions. First, does the ability to
customize what information is presented in a tactile map improve
the experience for users? Second, does the combination of optimization with customization further improve the user’s experience?
Throughout our study we considered three tactile map conditions:
1) standardized-maps made with TouchMapper [27] which cannot
be customized by the user, 2) customized-maps that only include
the most important information defned by a user, and 3) optimizedmaps which consider both a users preferences and other factors and
are generated with Maptimizer. Participants were unaware of how
any map was created until after they completed the study. We only
told them that we had made these tactile maps and wanted their
feedback. Given tactile maps of the same locations, we measure the
quality of a tactile map based on: a user’s preference for diferent
types of maps, and the user’s ability to quickly and accurately fnd
a specifc location on a map using a verbal description.
To test the quality of our optimized-maps compared to customizedmaps and standardized-maps, we conducted a user study with six
participants who identifed as blind or low-vision from Seattle.
First, participants were asked to frst complete an online survey
that contained questions about their demographic information and
previous experience with tactile maps. The survey also included
questions directly copied from the Maptimizer user interface, which
helped us populate the interface felds when creating each participant’s customized map. Example questions include the participants
preference on a scale from 1-10 for diferent textures and geographic
features (see Figure 2a). The results of these surveys were used to
generate each participant’s customized and optimized maps. Customized maps were made by selecting the 6 most highly ranked
geographic features from the survey and assigning them, in order
of preference, to representations. The width and height parameters
were standardized. Optimized maps were produced by directly feeding the survey results into the Maptimizer interface and selecting
the highest performing result.
Following the survey, participants then met researchers at a
public location for an hour long session where they used these
tactile maps. Participants received a travel stipend to commute to
the location and were compensated $40 for their time. This study
was approved by the second author’s institutional review board.
Participants were recruited from the Seattle metro-area and some
were familiar with the mapped locations, however they were not
told the locations until after the study was completed. In response
to an open-ended question two participants identifed as men, and
four identifed as women. Participants ages ranged from 28 to 72
years of age (mean of 47 years, standard deviation of 18 years).
Four participants identifed as blind, and two identifed as having
low-vision. On a scale from 1 to 5, 5 being very familiar, on average participants rated their familiarity with tactile maps as 2.66
with a standard deviation of .5. Only one participant had no prior

Methods

We conducted the think-aloud study in two parts. The frst part
helped participants familiarize themselves with the tactile maps and
practice describing the representations to researchers. In the second
part of the study we tested whether maps that were customized
or optimized afected participants’ ability to identify a location
on the map from a verbal description. Throughout the study, we
audio-recorded what the participants described as they completed
the tasks. We reference quotes from transcripts of these think aloud
sessions, to contextualize our fndings.
4.1.1 Part 1: Familiarity with Tactile Maps. Part 1 of the study
primarily serves to help the participants adjust to the study protocol
and familiarize themselves with the diferent representations in the
tactile maps. Additionally, it allows us to compare how diferent
ways of designing maps afect participant’s preferences.
We frst showed participants three diferent 3D printed tactile
maps of the same location in Seattle: a park that has roads, walkways, buildings, a lake, and some small locations of interest (e.g.,
picnic tables, benches, sculptures). This location was the simplest
location in our study, serving as a simple case to help participants
familiarize themselves with the diferent types of maps and representations. The three maps were created for our three conditions:
standardize-maps, customized-maps, and optimized-maps.
Standardized-Map (Figure 4a): Maps generated with TouchMapper [27] cannot be customized; all maps made with TouchMapper
pair each geographic features to to a standard, unique representations. We use TouchMapper as a control condition to measure the
efect of customization on the user’s experience. Every participant
used the same standardized-map.
Customized-Map (Figure 4b): The customized maps consider the
participant’s preferences, provided by the preliminary survey, but
do not use optimization methods. Each customized map uses the
six most highly ranked geographic features from the participant’s
preliminary survey. During pilot tests, we found that any more than
six features consistently produced cluttered maps that were too diffcult to read. These were each mapped to the most highly-ranked,
compatible representations available in Maptimizer. Standard depth
and width parameters were used, rather than optimizing them. This
experimental-condition helps us compare the efect of customization through the user’s preferences without optimization.
Optimized-Map (Figure 4c): By feeding the participant preferences from the preliminary survey into the Maptimizer interface,
we generated optimized maps that considered both the participant’s
preferences and contextual information such as the size of diferent
geographic features of the location. We opted to use a the preliminary survey, rather than having participants enter values directly
into the interface during the study, because the tactile maps take
at least 4 hours to print and we needed to minimize participant’s
in-person interaction with researchers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is our experimental-condition that helps us compare
the efects of optimization with standardized and customized maps.
We randomized the order in which these three maps were shown
to the participants. Following a think aloud protocol, participants
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(a) Standardized Map

(b) Customized Map

(c) Optimized Map

Figure 4: Three maps of the same public park generated with: (a) a standardized map, (b) a user-customized map, and (c) an
optimized map produced with Maptimizer.
examined the maps and were free to ask questions about what different elements on the map represented. For instance, a participant
could identify a rounded peg and ask what information it represented. We asked participants to verbally describe the elements of
the map they wanted to know about, rather than allowing them to
physically point out the feature. This think aloud approach gives
us a better understanding of which representations were easiest
to identify and distinguish from one another. For example, a participant could not just point out a round peg, they had to describe
it as a peg (or equivalent phrase) and diferentiate its shape from
other pegs (e.g., squares and triangles). As participants explored the
maps, they provided feedback around what they found useful or
confusing with respect to both the information conveyed and the
textures used to represent them. After examining all three maps,
we asked them which map they preferred and why.
4.1.2 Part 2: Location Identification. Next, we wanted to examine
how customization and optimization efected the participants’ ability to identify a location on a map, given a verbal description. We
presented users with three new maps (i.e., standardized, customized,
optimized) but this time each map was of a diferent location in
Seattle—a university campus, a diferent park with a lake, a public
market. We counterbalanced map-generation conditions with these
locations across three groups to ensure that if one location was
more difcult to understand, this would efect each map generation condition equally. Each group received the locations in the
same order: campus, park, market. The frst group received an optimized university map, a customized park map, and a standardized
market map. The second group received a customize market, standardized park, and optimized market. The third group received a
standardized university, optimized park, and customized market.
Two participants were randomly assigned to each group.
For each location, we read aloud a short verbal description of
a location on the map. Features that were available in each mapcondition could be used to identify this location. In the customized
and optimized conditions, these features may not be present depending on whether the user happened to have a strong preference
for that type of location—a sculpture on a university campus, the
end of a foot path leading to a beach in a park, or an information
booth in the market. Each verbal description described the location
as relative to an area (e.g., buildings, water), a path (e.g., road, footpaths), and a set of locations (e.g., benches). We read the description

to the participants then handed them the map to start exploring. We
would repeat the description as often as the participant requested,
but did not provide any other details about the location. Just as
in the frst task, participants could ask what a feature of the map
represented by describing it verbally.
Participants could give up their search for the location, or would
announce when they believed they had found it. We recorded the
time it took them to complete the task, whether or not they found
the correct location, and how confdent they were that they had
found the correct location on a scale from 0 to 5; 0 was reserved
for participants who did not identify a location and 5 indicated the
highest confdence in the location they found.

4.2

Results

Based on the results summarized in Table 1, we found that optimization helped participants identify a location. Overall, participant’s preferences for diferent types of maps (e.g., standardized,
customized, optimized) were dependent on how naturally specifc
representations paired with specifc types of features. However,
none of these generation methods consistently paired information
this way. When we focused participants eforts on using the maps to
identify a location, participants had signifcantly more success with
optimized maps. We suspect this is because the optimized maps
provided both information the participants had ranked highly, and
critical contextual information.
4.2.1 Participant’s Preferences. The frst part of the study showed
that participants’ preferences for diferent ways of generating a map
varied. Overall four people preferred the optimized map and two
preferred the standardized map. No one preferred the customized
maps. Participants revealed insights into what made maps attractive.
For instance, the standardized maps used a “kind of rippled” (P1)
texture to represent water. Some participants (P1, P3, P6), intuitively
knew this was water, but others assumed it was a “hilly grass,
kind of thing” (P2). Alternatively, some participants based their
preferences on how easy it was for them to identify information that
was important to them after learning about the area. For example, P3
preferred the optimized map “because it identifes the diferent items
[she] needs” such as water, the entrances to buildings, and a picnic
table; whereas, in the customized map “the water is not identifed
which would be a little confusing”. Notably, P3’s customized map
did not include water because she had ranked water features lower
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Standardized Customized Optimized
Preferred Map-Condition
2 (33%)
0 (0%)
4 (66%)
Identifed correct location
2 (33%)
3 (50%)
6 (100%)
Confdence in location M (SD)
2.17 (2.04)
3.33 (2.25)
4.33 (1.03)
Time elapsed M (SD)
169.00 (112.93) 167.83 (99.72) 150.16 (111.54)
Table 1: The summary of three key statistics from the location fnding task (number of people who identifed the correct
location, average participant confdence that the location they selected was correct, and time elapsed in the location fnding
task) for the three types of maps. The Maptimizer maps outperformed both alternatives in all three statistics.

than other features. Since the water took up such a large portion of
the map, Maptimizer added the water feature to provide context.
Most of our participants associated specifc geographic features
with representations that evoked an image (e.g., the rippled water
texture). However, neither our customization condition nor our
optimization method currently takes this into consideration. For
instance, P2 did not think the square texture Maptimizer assigned to
the lake matched his image of water, instead describing it as “Arlington Cemetery for fees”. However, later during the location fnding
task, he found the information booth quickly because Maptimizer
had assigned it a round peg representation. He said it reminded
him of a lighthouse, “what’s the shining light coming out of this
lighthouse? It’s information”. Relating specifc types of representations to geographic information is a difcult task, especially as
diferent types of information are represented creating conficts.
Exploring ways to include common representations of information
in our optimization process is a promising area of future work.
4.2.2 Efects on Location Identification. While the number of participants is small, we found that Maptimizer’s optimized maps helped
participants identify locations more accurately. When presented
with optimized maps, all six participants correctly identifed the described location on their map, regardless of which group they were
in. Accuracy varied when participants used standardized and customized maps. With the standardized maps, only the participants
given the standardized park map could identify the correct location. Similarly, with the control maps, only half of the participants
could identify the location. Two of these participants had the park
map and the third had the market map. A χ 2 test shows that the
maps location had a signifcant efect on success on location fnding (χ 2 = 6.08, p < .05). However, a χ 2 test demonstrates that the
way a map was created (e.g., standardized, customized, optimized)
also had a signifcant efect on participants’ success at fnding the
correct location (χ 2 = 6.08, p < .05). Since, map location and the
way a map was generated were counterbalanced, we suspect that
these two efects are independent and the high success rate with
optimized maps is attributed to the generation method.

4.3

Evaluation Limitations

There are two key limitations of this evaluation. The frst and most
signifcation limitation is the small number of participants. While
promising, with few participants we cannot know if Maptimizer
will generally perform well. Second, our study is limited to a few
locations (two parks, one university, and one urban area). While
these are diverse areas, we may not have captured the limitations
of Maptimizer.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Tactile-Map Customization at Scale
Regardless of whether a tactile map is designed by a sighted cartographer, a BLV person, or an optimization method, the design
process requires careful consideration of diferent trade-ofs between communicability, informativeness, and attention. We discuss
the trade-ofs Maptimizer accommodates in the context of prior
work, and where the Maptimizer system fts into existing methods
for designing and producing customized tactile graphics at scale.
Adding more features to a map clutters it and increases the
chances that multiple symbols will confict and be misidentifed.
The addition of more complex symbols can make reading the map
more difcult, but it also ofers critical contextual cues. For example, Holloway et al. [24] discussed this confict when designing
diferent indented representations of pathways and roads. Thinner pathways blocked access to the participants’ fngers, making
them difcult to interpret. However increasing them could clutter
a map with a dense network of pathways. With a small number
of participants, our evaluation of Maptimizer demonstrates that it
can efectively resolve these trade-ofs with limited feedback from
the end-users. The resulting maps can help a BLV user perform
location-identifcation tasks using the generated tactile maps.
Prior work focuses on two approaches to designing tactile maps:
generalized design guidelines for creating tactile maps [23, 24, 26,
39], and accessible interfaces that enable users with BLV to design 3D printable maps independently [16, 46–48]. Tactile map
design guidelines ofer heuristics that should be considered when
selecting what information is included in a map and how it is symbolized. However, applying these heuristics to design a map in
a specifc context requires multiple design iterations and a deep
understanding of the location’s context. This requires signifcant
time from a cartographer and makes it difcult to scale. For this
reason, guidelines are most helpful when building maps that can be
incorporated into a location’s infrastructure. Alternatively, systems
like TactileMaps.net [47] provide an interface for users with BLV to
independently design map features to meet their needs. However,
the poor performance of our comparable customized-maps condition shows that BLV users may require multiple iterations to create
a map that meets their needs. While the interface is accessible, the
tool chain needed to 3D print the model is largely inaccessible.
Maptimizer ofers a way to incorporate both of these design
approaches. While we have used a limited set of abstract representations in this study, the set could be extended to include context
specifc and more complex icons. These in-turn can be rated for
informativeness and communicability by users in a specifc context
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without modifying Maptimizers’ underlying optimization method.
By reducing the number of design iterations an individual user
needs to print, Maptimizer has the potential to make customized
tactile maps more widely available.

5.2

Optimization of Tactile Graphics

Tactile Maps are a rich case study of the broader challenge of creating highly customized assistive technologies, especially tactilegraphics. The process of matching customized representations to
sets of information may help us to build a variety of end-user tailored tactile graphics. In particular, Maptimizer presents a way to
incorporate the concepts of performance and context from Ability
Based Design [52] into accessible design tools for fabrication.
First consider the principle of performance, where a system can
model and predict a user’s performance in an interface. While this
context is intended for dynamic software interfaces, a model of
a user’s performance is still applicable to static tactile graphics.
By ranking geographic features and representations, users provide
Maptimizer a model of how they will use the tactile map. Design iterations are compared to this model and used to generate improved
designs. Design tools like Maptimizer rely on an accurate model of
the users needs, preferences, and abilities.
The principle of context, i.e., proactive sensing to anticipate
changes in a user’s abilities, is also key to Ability Based Design.
The context of how a static tactile-graphic will be used is critical
to identifying what information and representations should prioritized and clearly presented in the fnal design. We argue that
end-users should be the ultimate authority on how the graphic will
be used in a given context because a generalized system cannot
account for each user’s unique needs. For this reason, tools should
make the design process as accessible as possible.

6

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented how Maptimizer applies optimization methods to automatically balance competing design requirements when creating tactile maps. Future work should expand on
ways that design parameters can be optimized. For example, while
Maptimizer selects which features to include and assigns representations to them, it does little to simplify these representations to
meet a user’s needs. Future systems should consider approaches to
simplifying complex geometry, especially paths and areas, based
on a user’s abilities and preferences. This may produce maps that
more closely follow existing tactile map design guidelines (e.g.,
[23, 26, 39]). Additionally, future work should focus on a broader
evaluation of the efcacy of these maps in real scenarios with
a larger sample of people who are BLV. Maptimizer is designed
around existing guidelines and requirements but including optimization in the design process introduces new complexities and
considerations to users which need evaluation in-situ.

7

CONCLUSION

Tactile Maps are useful tools to support navigation by people who
are BLV. However, to make tactile maps more readily available, we
need tools that can generate those maps for new locations without
the support of a sighted cartographer. Beyond increasing availability, these tactile maps should be customized to meet the specifc
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needs of an individual user. The design of each map should consider
what information is most valuable to a particular person, and how
information can be represented most efectively. However, requiring the user to fully defne their tactile map creates a cumbersome
design process which may not be worth their eforts. Instead, optimization techniques enable us to automatically adapt designs to
user’s specifc abilities and needs.
In this paper, we have presented Maptimizer, a tool which uses
optimization methods and an Ability Based Design [52] approach
to create customized tactile maps. Our user study comparing tactile
maps created with a standardized maps, customized maps, and optimized maps, demonstrates that users have strong personal preferences for how information is represented in a tactile map. However,
diferent users will have diverse and conficting sets of preferences
which indicates the need for customization. Customization alone
does not always produce maps that provide sufcient information
to perform navigational tasks. Based on the results of our user
study, Maptimizer’s optimization method successfully incorporates
context about a location and user preferences to generate more
usable tactile maps.
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